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Purpose of DTCs and taxation of DE
▪ Purpose of tax treaties:
▪ allocate taxing rights laid down by domestic law

▪ Purpose of special rules for digital economy (DE)
▪ Avoid double non-taxation (BEPS); or
▪ Broader source income taxation (no change in residence state taxing
rules); or
▪ Indirect tax to capture exploitation of consumers/users’ base
(interaction with income taxation?)
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Achieving broader source income tax
1. Revising Article 5 OECD Model Convention (OECD MC):
▪ Ramifications outside the scope of DE
▪ Issues on determination of taxable income
▪ Compliance associated with PE definition

2. Introducing a DE service income treaty provision
▪ Associated with a domestic law substitute tax
▪ Option for net taxation (requiring also domestic law provision)
▪ Revising Article 12 OECD MC (not viable)
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Achieving broader source income tax
▪ Revising Article 23 OECD MC
▪ Not necessary, unless for policy reasons
▪ Switching from credit to exemption, or from exemption to credit

▪ Should exemption countries apply credit as for articles 10, 11 and 12?
▪ Creditability (requiring changes to domestic law?)
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Adopting a DE tax on revenues
▪ Exclude DE tax on revenues from Article 2 OECD MC
▪ In some countries this would automatically deny creditability under
domestic law

▪ Alternatively, include DE tax on revenues in Article 2
▪ To avoid legal uncertainty
▪ To avoid double taxation of the DE revenues
▪ Some DTC include taxes other than income taxes
▪ Useful for MAP
▪ Exchange of Information and assistance in the collection are
generally available also for taxes not cover

▪ To permit interaction with income taxes levied on the taxable person
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(if the new tax provides for such interaction)

Issues arising under the EU DST
▪

Ambiguity in the characterization of the EU Digital Service Tax (DST)
▪ Intention of the legislature: tax on revenues as a proxy for tax on profits

▪ Rate: 3% (art. 8): the Impact Assessment states that the low tax rate is
warranted by the fact that the tax base is turnover and not profits (p. 58)
▪ The Impact Assessment also measures the impact of the DST in terms of
“corresponding tax on profits implied by the tax on revenues” (p. 71): i.e. 20%

▪ Chargeability (art. 6): not on a transactional basis, but on a yearly basis
▪ Recital (27): “In order to alleviate possible cases of double taxation […], it is
expected that MS will allow businesses to deduct the DST paid as a cost
from the CIT base”
▪ Impact Assessment affirms that crediting DST against CIT (or vice versa)
would compromise the legal nature of the tax and impact double tax
conventions (p. 57)
▪ Final decision is on Member States, as the Directive does not prescribe any specific
treatment (credit, deduction, no interaction)
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Issues arising under the EU DST (2)
▪

Ambiguity in the characterization of the EU Digital Service Tax (DST)
▪ Several references to profits taxation and corporate tax in the preamble and
in the Explanatory Memorandum of the Proposal: purpose to fill the gap
between where the profits are taxed and where value is created
▪ ECOFIN Conclusions of 5 Dec 2017 (FISC 346 ECOFIN 1092): interest of
many Member States for temporary measures aimed at revenues resulting
from digital activities that would remain outside the scope of DTC

▪ The Impact Assessment states that the specific objective of the DST is to
“target certain digital activities as a proxy for” the Significant Digital Presence
PE (23) and that the rational of both proposals is “the taxation of profits
where the value is created” (61)
▪ The Impact Assessment highlights that “the outcome of the [DST] would
approximate the outcome of the Significant Digital Presence PE” (78)
▪ The geographical scope of application of both DST and Significant Digital
Presence (PE) is linked to where users contribute to value creation
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Issues arising under the EU DST (2)
▪

Ambiguity in the characterization of the EU Digital Service Tax (DST)
▪ The DST focuses on, and is intended to affect, the service provider and not
the use (consumption) of the service as such
▪ DST is charged on the service provider (MNE)
▪ DST does not apply to MNEs that do not meet specific size thresholds, which
makes the service providers that will be taxed easily identifiable
▪ DST does it apply to intercompany transaction
▪ DST provides for no mechanism to pass on the burden to the service users
▪ The objective of the DST (closing gaps for MNEs to escape national taxation on
their profits) cannot be reconciled with switching the burden to the service users
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Testing the DST: covered by DTC?
▪

Art. 2(2) OECD MC: “There shall be regarded as taxes on income and on
capital all taxes imposed on total income […], or on elements of income
or of capital”

▪

Art. 2(4) OECD MC: “The Convention shall apply also to any identical or
substantially similar taxes that are imposed after the date of signature”
DST is covered by DTC

•

DST is a tax on an element of income (revenue)

•

The intention of the legislature is to set up a tax on
revenues as a proxy for a tax on profits

•

DST is (generally) not substantially similar – in its
structure – to any tax covered by DTC

•

DST is not a (general) indirect tax: it applies only to •
certain services; not within groups
•
DST is formally borne by the service provider; not
•
shifted to users

DST will apply in parallel to local CIT in every MS

•

DST is NOT covered by DTC

DST will not replace any income tax
Directive under article 113 TFEU: Indirect taxes

•

DST applies only to entities meeting the thresholds

•

DST should not be not creditable against CIT

•

The tax rate has been chosen to produce an effect
substantially equivalent to a CIT

•

DST should be deducted from CIT base as a
business expense

•

Certain features are devised only for the purpose to •
avoid a clear-cut conflict with DTC (no creditability)

DST applies to resident and non resident entities
alike

•

De facto it applies only in cases where no CIT can be•
applied in the source State due to DTC

•

It is irrelevant that it does not apply within groups,
that it is not formally charged to the service recipient,
that it does not apply on a transactional basis

OECD Commentary states that the distinction
between Direct and Indirect tax is irrelevant
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Testing the DST: covered by DTC?
▪

Assuming that DST is covered by DTC: what consequences?
▪ The levy of DST is contrary to article 7 DTC
▪ DST concerns revenues that should hardly fall within the scope of application
of technical service articles
▪ DST and article 12 OECD MC
▪ Not covered by article 12: revenues from (i) the placing on a digital interface of
advertising targeted at users and (ii) the making available to users of a multi-sided
digital interface
▪ Revenues from (iii) transmission of users’ data generated from activities on digital
interfaces could be regarded as “payments […] received as a consideration […] for
information concerning […] commercial […] experience”
▪ Source of “royalties” generally different in DTS (user’s location) and 12 DTC
(State of the payor): MS would have limited right to tax under DTC
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Testing the DST: covered by DTC?
▪ Creditability in third countries?
▪ If a DTC is in force, creditability should be excluded since:
▪ Either MS could not tax under the DTC
▪ Or DST is not a tax on income

▪ If no DTC is in force: possible under domestic law
▪ E.g. Italy gave credit for taxes levied by foreign States on revenues derived
from certain activities
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Issues arising under EU Digital PE
▪ Commission proposal for a significant digital presence (SDP)
▪ Personal scope of application
▪ Entities, wherever residence for CIT purposes
▪ Entities resident of third countries excluded if DTC in force between MS
and third country does not include provisions similar to the Directive (art. 2)
▪ Application by analogy of Art. 351 TFEU to a posterior Directive: balancing
obligations under international law and requirement of EU loyal cooperation

▪ What if the DTC provisions are not similar?
▪ General rule: the Directive does not apply
▪ If the DTC provision has a broader scope: the Directive applies
▪ There might be no taxation, e.g. where the EU thresholds are not met

▪ EU Significant digital presence (narrower) vs OECD Significant
economic presence (SEP)
▪ Significant digital presence → Permanent establishment
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Anti-abuse approach (1)
▪ May States tax DE profits without any formal change to tax
treaties?

▪ States might tackle the specific business structure adopted
by arguing that:
▪ obtaining exemption in the Source State
▪ was one of the principal purposes of the specific business structure
adopted
▪ which resulted in the absence of any physical PE in the Source State
▪ notwithstanding (i) the significant economic presence of the
enterprise in the Source State and (ii) the departure from the usual
business models

▪ Is exempting profits at source, in this case, in accordance
with the object and purpose of arts. 5 and 7 ?
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Anti-abuse approach (2)
▪ A recent (Italian) example
▪ New example in the domestic law PE definition:
The term “permanent establishment” includes especially:
[…]
(f-bis) a significant and continuous economic presence in the
territory of the State that has been arranged in such a way that it
does not give rise to a physical presence in that territory

▪ Compatibility with tax treaties
▪ BEPS Final Report on Action 1, p. 357: “Consistency with bilateral
tax treaty obligations [of domestic law measures] would have to be
ensured, for example, by applying [the domestic Digital Economy
BEPS measures] solely […] in situations in which benefits of the
treaty may be denied due to the application of anti-abuse rules that
are in conformity with tax treaty obligations”
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Anti-abuse approach (3)
▪ The absence of a qualifying physical presence it is not, in
itself, abusive
That ability to maintain some level of business connection within a
country without being subject to tax on business profits earned from
sources within that country is the result of particular policy choices
reflected in domestic laws and relevant double tax treaties, and is not in
and of itself a BEPS issue (BEPS, Action 1 Report, p. 185).

▪ Artificiality may (and must) be tackled
[T]ax in a market jurisdiction can be artificially avoided by fragmenting
operations among multiple group entities in order to qualify for the
exceptions to PE status for preparatory and auxiliary activities, or by
otherwise ensuring that each location through which business is
conducted falls below the PE threshold (ibidem).

▪ Artificiality is difficult to prove, where business is conducted
in line with DE business model evolution
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